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State Attorney's Office investigating.

Bookstore.employee dismissed after audit ·
refused to comment on the dismissal.
Maxwell is ·the second bookstore
administrator to be disnlissed in con·
nection with the embezzlement investigation.
.Alice Battle, former fiscal assistant
at the bookstore, was terminated on
Aug. 20, according to university
President Trevor Colbourn. Battle
could not be reached for comment.
John Goree, vice president of

by Mike Griffin
Editor In chief

University Bookstore Director Ian
Maxwell was dismissed. last week in
connection with an inves.tigation of
possible embezzlement, according to
the director of Auxiliary Services.
Richard Scott said Maxwell was
dismissed last Wednesday. When
contacted by the Future, Maxwell

business affairs, said in the Sept. 3
issue of the Future that the investigation resulted from a routine
state ·audit conducted in March which
indicated discrepancies in the
bookstore's financial records.
The UCF Police department and
the university auditors completed the
investigation. last week and referred
the results to the State Attorney's Of·
fice.

UCF Police Chief Ronald Seacrist
said that the attorney's office will
make a determination ''in one to two
weeks .as to whether or not crimiruil
charges will be filed."
According to Goree, both Maxwell
and Battle are appealing their
dismissals. The appeals will be· made _
before the next meeting of the Career
Bookstore, page 5

Tight budget ·
forces cutting
of writing lab
by Katrina Kersey
Future news

The English Department's writing
lab was closed indefinitely this week,
due to lack of funds, a department
spokesman said.
Dr. Stuart Omans, chairman of the
English Department, made the
decision to close the lab when collegewide budget cuts reduced the department~s expense allocation.
Omans said the lab was created to
help students with fairly sophisticated writing problems concerning
paper organization, paragraph structure, and research techniques. The
lab, which has been operating since
197 4, was staffed by English
graduate students.
,
The lab, located on the fourth floor
Lab,page7

From out of the woodwork.
crawled the contestants for this year's College Bowl. Some of the::
quiz kids played it straight, but representatives of the Future and
Sigma Chi fraternity leaned toward the bizarre. Sigma Chi members, from left to right, are B. Voegele, J. Poon and B. Nichols.
Below, Future entertainment editor Larry Thompson grilnaces as
his buddy (left) gives the wrong response.

BSUsenate
e·lections high;
70 percent vote
Seven .students won Black Student
Union senate seats this week, in an
election that attracted 70 ·percent of
BSU members to the polls.
·
"It was a good turn-out, but not
quite as good as last year," Vice
President Stan Halbert said.
Claiming unopposed freshmen seats
were Darryl Harris, with 75 votes;
Susan Jay, 47 votes; and Margaret
.
te
Phillips, 41 VO S.
Johnny Mack won an unopposed
sophomore seat with 94 votes, while
two other sophomore seats remain
vacant. Members failed to run for any
of the three unoccupied junior seats.
Senior seats went to unopposed
candidates Norman Edwards, who received 65 votes; Ronald Jackson, 60
votes; and Robert Jones, Jr., 38 votes.
Currently, BSU President Karl
Harmon is accepting applications for
the one At Large seat and five class
seats that rem8.in vacant.
Harmon's appointments to these
seats must receive the approval of
two-thirds of the student senate in order to be confirmed. The senate will
rule on the appoint~ents at Tuesday's senate meeting.

Need

·
.. by Deborah L. Horton

maid service .questioned

Future news

Dorm students could save $35,000
a year if the university cuts its dormitory maid staff in half, a.ccording to
Director of Housing Chris McCray.
UCF is the only state university in
Florida that has maid service for each
individual room, .McCray said. Other
universities have maids that clean
public and common areas, but each
week UCF' s maids vacuum and clean
the bathrooms in each individual
. room, in addition to collecting the
trash daily, he said.
Some residents have argued that
maid service should be more limited.
"I think that by the time a student
gets to college he should be able to
clean up his room by himself without
having maid service,'' said Alan

Singer, a communication major.
McCray said he · had considered
reducing the maid service last year as
part of a way to cut expenses. But
since the eight maids are career service employees, McCray said he could
not reduce the maid staff unless some
of the maids quit or retired.
.
"If we decided we were going to
start cutting pack on total maid ser· vices, then as people quit or retire we
just wouldn't hire anybody to fill their
position and we would spread the
work out among the people that are
left," McCray said.
Students in Osceola Hall have
already felt the impact of a ·reduced
maid staff this fall. The housing office
terminated one of the maids this
summer, leaving Osceola Hall with- out a full-time maid.

Kurt Jones, Osceola Hall's resident
.assistant, said no one cleaned the
rooms during the first three weeks of
classes, but he made cleaning supplies
available to the residents.
"I don't think it's the maids' fault,"
said Pat Repper, an Osceola Hall
resident. "I would clean (the
bathroom), but it's just the fact. that
I'm paying for a service and not getting it."
"They empty the trash," said Kevlli
Booth, another resident. "Besides
that, I think it's abominable that we
pay money for maid service which is
included in the rent and they don't
perform. We should get some of our
money back."
McCray · hired a temporary em·
ployee this week to fill the vacancy
until a permanent maid is hired,,
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An open presentation will be made on "Careers in the
FBI" on Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. in ED 323. · Juniors and
seniors of all majors are invited. Call the Cooperative
Education and Placement Center for further information at .
x-2361.
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Open
11 a.m.

to
10p.m.

Student nurses to gather
The next Student Nurse's Association meeting will be
held Wednesday at noon in PC 104. Subsequent meetings
will be held on the first and third Wednesdays of each
month. All nursing students, including freslunen and
sophomores, are encouraged to attend.

. 678-0637

Rocky Horror party is tonight

ALI BABA'S
RESTURANT·

UCF' s Brevard hall invites all students to the first annual
"Rocky Horror Picture Party." It will be held tonight in the
commons building from 10:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Beer and
refreshments will be served. Admissio17 will be $1.50. Come
dressed as any of the "Rocky Horror" characters or be
strange and come dressed as yourself.

Hnest in Middle Eastern Cuisine
Specialties Include: .
• Shish Kabab
• Grape Leave

gI ~nlv.

--Q)

• Kifta Kabab

• Ouzy

The UCF Surf Club will hold an amateur surfing contest
open to all UCF students at Playalinda BeaCh, ramp 12. The
contest begins at 8 a.m. tomorrow.
An entry fee of $5 will be collected in both the men's and
women's divisions. Trophies will be awarded to all finalists.

Blvd

"O

&

PoetrY Club to meet

(314 mile from 4.36)

677-4495 CaU On Us Today.

•

Surf contest is tomorrow

• Shawarma

Un.iv. Commerce

6574 University Blvd.

•

The UCF Poetry Club will hold its first ~eeting of the fall
semester at 8 p.m. on Monday in the·Creative Writing
Room on the fourth floor of the HF A building.
All persons interested in reading, submitting or listening
to poetry are invited to attend. For more information call
Joe at x-6842 after 6 p.m..

UCF students in Epcot band

FASHION
FOOD

SQUARE~

Two UCF students have been chosen to participate in the
Epcot Center's All-American Marching Band.
Kevin Mueller and Mark Drury, who are both percus- ·
sionists in UCF's own marching band, will join with 450
college musicians from across the country to participate in
Epcot's grand opening Oct. 17-24.
Participants were nominated by band directors from 146
colleges and universities.

.

SPIRITS ~ ·

&

Enjoy your favorites:
·. *Coektails

Scuba club to meet
The scuba and snorkeling club will meet on Sunday at 4
p.m. in SC 211. Anyone interested in joining is welcome to
attend. Call x-4132 for more information.

··~Naehos

*(;heese Fingers
POtato Skins

*
HAPPY HOUR

AGA to meet Thursday
The Association of Governmental Accounting Club will
meet Thursday at 5 p.m. in PH 104. Guest speaker will be
Paula Horgan, comptroller for the city of Orlando.

''2 for 1·1''

Senate run-off election results

nightly from 9p. m. to midnight
H3for1" WEPNESDA
YS 5-6p.m.
-

In the student senate run-off election this week, Cindy
Spraker won over Deborah Adams (30-17) for Arts and
Sciences seat 2. The College of Business seat 7 will be filled
by Wayne Hall, who beat Mitzi Schmidt 31-30.

.

Fashion
SqDare
Mall

between Burdines and Robinsons
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Paraplegic student entering Threshold run
'

by Linda Loental
Future news

Talcing the easy way out just
doesn't fit into the vocabulary of
Brenda Hawley, the lone female
- wheelchair entrant in the fourth annual "Run for the Kids," to be held at
UCF Saturday at 9 a.m.
A native of Orlando, Hawley lives
with her parents and four-year-old
daughter. She has been a paraplegic
ever since a prankster moved a detour
sign on a aark country road nea;r
Denver last September, causing the
auto accident which hospitalized her.
for six months.
Having worked in the nursing field
for 10 years, Hawley climbed from the
rank of nursing assistant to registered
nurse, specializing in high risk obstetrics. H~broken at haying to
redirect her career, Hawley is looking
to the future and has returned to UCF
to take the pre-requisite courses for:
her bachelor's degree in nursing. The
logical direction of her new career
would be management or nursing
administration.
''That would be the easy solution,''
Hawley said, ''but I'm too much of a
i}eople person to settle for desk work.
_I want to work toward patient
education or counseling. I 'may just
have to create my own job."
As a member of the Orlando Orange
Wheelers, a group of wheelchair
bound athletes, Hawley plays basketball, tennis and _''runs.''
"You need a lot of upper-body
strength and endurance. I'm not running for time, and I expect to finish
last, but you have · to start

•

somewhere," Hawley said, in a
·statement typical of her optimistic attitude.
Along with the folir male Orange
Wheel~rs who are entered in the race,
she has built up her strength to a little
more than three miles; The chair
Hawley has for the race is a
homemade model that was loaned to
her. It has the special cambered
wheels of a racer, but is much too
large for her petite 4-foot-11-inch, 95pound frame, and is quite difficult for
her to handle.
"Running isn't just a hobby to usit' s one of the few things we can do to
keep in shape," she said.
Hawley and the other wheelchair
contest.ants will get a 60-second headstart on the "ABs"-that's wheelchair
talk for able-bodied runners.
Proceeds from the "Run for the
Kids" will benefit the Threshold
School in Goldenrod. The school
provides individualized help to
severely ·dysfunctional children. Last
year's run · generated $7,000 for the
school, and chairman/coordinator Dr.
Richard Tucker hopes this year's
program will bring in $10,000. He expects 1,000 runners to participate.
In addition to the 5,000-meter race;
there will be a 1/4-mile kiddie run, for
children eight and under, and a ·onemile fun run. Face-painting clowns
~ be on hand from CiJ;cus World, ·
and the First Bankers will provide
1,500 free balloons for the children.
Congressional candidate and UCF
alumnus Dick Batchelor will be running for the kids, as well as RC Cola's
Ivan Lawyer and The First Bankers'

M.G. Sanchez, representing the
event's co-sponsors.
Those signing up for the race or fun
run will receive a specially-designed Tshirt, a Race Day Program and afterrace refreshments. They will also be

t

.

UCF student Brenda Hawley races with Dr. Richard Tucker, coordinator of the
1982 Threshold Run for the Kids.
.
Photo.by Tom Netsel
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NIGHT
..-..-.-.-.-..-.-.-..-.-.-..-.-.-.-..-.-.-.-II/..-.-.-.-GAME
..- 10:00PM-5:00AM
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-

__-/-
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i&•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TON I GHT.:i
.

.

·eligible for prize drawings.
Entrants can register for $7 at any
of the following places: Track Shack
of Orlando or Daytona; Foot Locker
in the Winter Park Mall; Athletic Attic; or any First _B ankers brru.ic_!!:

ID

SC GAME ROOM
::::---_ .

®

·FINALS

---=

FREE REFRESHMENTS -

. OCTOBER 4,5,6

6:00-10:00
.

.

-

FREE

. TABLE TENNIS, BILLIARDS

_U NIVERSITY DINING RooM

CARD AND BOARD GAMES

For More Info Call 275-2611

LOST & FOUND AUCTION
OCT.11
(
~
Oct 1,3 8:30 pm SC AUD

Slaughter House
oct. 13 ENAu~ Five

~

OCT.12
CLARENCE)
DARROW
DRAFT HOUSE
LIFE OF BRIAN ocr.15:
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FUTURE Advertising Deadline is Friday before
publication at 4:00 PM

NO EXCEPTIONS!

SO.FT
CONTACT
LENSES
I

$59
~v;

..

... ' ..

EXTENDED- .
WEAR SOFT
CONTACT LENSES

$1 .6 9'
OFFER ENDS 10-16-82

COMPUTERIZED EYE EXAMS
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE EYECARE
CENTER BY APPOINTMENT 6 DA VS

A WEEK.

.

18~1

GIFTS
WICKER
IMPORTS

1831 E. COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FLA.

BEDDING
FURNITURE

896-2171

-

E. _COLONIAL DR.

.

ORLANDO

.V/$4'

.

MON.-FRI . 9:30-5:30 SAT. 9:_
00-1:00

••
•
•
••••
•••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•:•. FREE ADMISSION :••·
••
••
•

•

: AFTER UCF GAME ••
•
.: WITH STUDENT : .
est.OONIGHT
$1.00. MIX DRINKS,
BEER,
FROZEN
MARGARITAS
2NEWWAVEBANDS
TUESDAY ••••••••••
tiDrink-or Drown
8PMto12 ·PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
.
All You Can Drink!" ~
WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
eNICKEL
BEER
NIGHT
· 5 ~FOR DRAFT BEER
50 c
FOR . MIXED
DRINKS
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for Ladies
SUNDAY••••••••••••
-•HAPPY HOUR

All Day& Evening
2For1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers

·

••
••
: I.D.
:
••
••
••
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
•••
••
••
•

ORtANOO, FLA.
UPCOMING CONCERTS

ROCICl'OBERFEST'
8
2
.

Featuring:
12 OutraglOlll Smoldn' Raek Acts In a Compelilhle Raek Shwse
Wet T-Shlrt Contalt
.Beer Drinking Contalt
Air Band Contest
w.lc
Beer anti Liquor Specials
TAMPA BAY BUCS SPECIAL$25.00 COVERS BUS, FOOD AND TICKET.

Lo'

... TICKETS A'1 AI LAB LE SOON ...
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Young Democrats club reofganizing at UCF
by Deborah Parritt
Future news

•

For the third time in the history of
UCF, a young democrats club is at.
tempting to organize on campus.
The club formerly was active when
U.S. ·Congress\onal candidate Dick
Batchelor was an · undergraduate
student here. Batchelor was president
of the club.
The Young Democrats were
reorganized during the 1980 presiden-

•

tial election, when they rallied in an ·
attempt to gain support for incumbant Jimmy Carter. That time, the
club survived for two months.
Currently, the Young Democrats
are 14 members strong. They elected
officers and drew up a constitution at
their fast meeting last week.
Richard Warmouth, tl~e _ club's
organizer, is a member of the Orange
County Democratic Executive Committee.

~2mi!Sl5i!SZSi!Sl5ism!ra52SilSlS'i~~!KSl!i'!!!!~!Sl5i!!ru'!rul!im.5mS'i!rui1!5Z25'!5Z!il5i!iii?2Si!S2525i,';.·

VISIT THE
KNIGHT'S TABLE
LUNCHEON BUFFET!

•

Enjoy Y0'1Jr

favorites:~~:--

* SALAD BAR · . * VEGETABLES
*SOUPS
* ASSORTED SANDWICHES
* DESSERTS
* BEVERAGES
ALL YOU CAN EAT $3.95
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. Monday-Friday

Those on a limited time tor
lunch will enjoy this new buffet
f ea tu re. Eat Iu nch at your pace
at a pric~ you can afford!

HAPPY HOUR
''3for1''
WEDNESDAYS 5-6 p.m.
Knight's Table Restaurant
Y2 mile South of UCF at

•

Alafa a Trail and Colonial Drive

The club is designed to "provide a
forum for political ideas," according
to W armouth. The c.lub will be submitting a request to become a charter
member of the National College
Democrats Organization after it
becomes fully organized.
If its crurrter is accepted, delegates
from UCF will be sent'to the National
College Democrats Convention.
Politically active and knowledge.able people are planned as speakers
for the club. The club's goal is to get
students involved, in the hope that
they will stay active in politics after
college, Warmouth said.
."To help bring government a little
closer to the people and the people a
little closer to the government, you
have to have a participatory
democracy. That is the whole basis of
our country," Warmouth said.

Members are required to pay dues
of $2 per semester. All meetings are
open to the public. Members need not
be registered Democrats. The faculty
adviser is Dr. Mark Stem, a political
_
science professor.
Representing the opposing philosophy; the College Republican Club also
has a chapter on campus.
The club was formed two years ago
by Gerry York, who is now a campaign worker for Congressman Bill
McCollUDl.
.
The club which is in the process of
electing a new chairman, has sponsored speakers at UCF such as
Congressman Skip Bafalis and Art
Grindle. At the state convention in
Jacksonville last spring, the UCF
chapter was voted "club of the year,"
and one of its members was vottaj.
"College Republican of the year."

Bookstore--~----frompage1
Service Comlliission, but no meeting
date has been set.
Goree said in an earlier interview
that the Bookstore grossed $2.2
million as of May 1982. This figure includes a profit of approximately

$112,000, he said.
Scott said the investigation covered
the store's income as far back as the
1980-'8 Hiscal year.
Future reporter Caryn Adrian contributed to this story.

-

.

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
· ENGINEERING·
·COMPUTER SCIENCE
If you ore working towards, or currently hold o degree in one of these '
fields, the Navy is offering immediate scholarships or job openings for
top academic performers. U.S. citizens to age 27 and must Jlave
minimum GPA of 3".0. One year of calculus and one year of physics·is
also required . For more information on qualifications arid salaries;
forward transcripts and resumes to:
·
NUPOC (Code 70)
3974 Woodcock Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32207

NAVY OFFICERS.
GET RESP0NSiBILITY FAST.

Bqn this~ ftr I !ml~

11~~ ~@UJH~©tJO:D~
.
Gour.try/Western
50/60's Restaur<::nt· and Lour.go
11'< Music, 6 "Nigh1s A lVe<'k

- .i i~.

-.=J
!!i

Starting Sun. Oct. 26
MALE REVIEW

¥-:3424 Forsyth Road, Orlando
l.D. Required ·Free Drink With Ad•

Happy Hour 4-7
·· .

,

FUTURE Advertising
Deadline is.Friday
before publication
at4:00 PM

NOEXCFr

50¢ for bottle-of .Busch
$2.50 for a Pitcher of Busch.
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YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER

SO WHY.PAY MORE?
I

NO EXCEPTIONS!

Advertising Dea_d line is Friday before publication at 4:00 PM

Reward_

-Wanted-

STUDENTS

.

Push Button
Dialing
Last Number
Re-Dial
Privacy Button

Individuals
Couples
Groups

-,

Composites
wedding

$23.95

••
1913 Aloma Ave.
Corner Aloma & Lakemont
Winter Park Corners

-

VISA"

678-1711
.

· u

,, .

ROBIN~

•Passpons .

:ucense
I.D.
•Color&B/W

~

~/

Dances & Parties

.

.

.

I

' ·

10% DISCOUNT WITH l.D. CARD
.·

Fotographic Services

.

1809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050

FUTURE Advertising
Deadline is Friday
before publication

.
at4:00 PM

NO EXCEPTIONS!

~:;~~iiLynch
Barnett Plaza, 201 South Orange Ave.'

P. 0. Box 3271

Orlando, FL 32802

305-420· 2521

FL Incoming Wais 1·800-43¥·6864

On Saturday, Sept. 18, a team Fugi Bicycle
was stolen from Orange Cycle Works in
Orlando.
Evidence indicates the thief was either a
current or former UCF student. The bike is
metallic.brown, has a 23 Y2 inch frame and 27"
gold wheels. Serial II kk101281 is stamped into
the bottom bracket.
·
A reward is offered for information leading
to its return. As for the culprit, not only is it
bad karma but GRAND THEFT too. Return
· it, no questions asked. Ph. 422-5552.

JJjas~ions -

· J\merinm ~?tit
•Jl

.

$5 off on Style, Cut and
Blowdry to UCF Faculty
and

Stuctents

(w/ID).

679 South East Lake
Longwood, FL 3~750
', (305) 831-5937

.
One bktek MJ11dh oi SR' ~14 tm Sil
~n tiismipm&r lhe~

f

ta~ ~ZQJQJJ {~@ ~ lli]~
tJ

c:

~

Gour.try /Western
50/60's Restaur::: nt nr1d Louf"gc

J - .
! 342~;
IO

:·J fusic, 6 Nig.'us A \Ve!'k

.

a~ing Sun. Oct. 26
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•

of the Humanities and Fine Arts
Building, cost $1,000 per semester to
~ and helped an average of 400
students each semester, Omans said.
Omans said he has already received
a few complaints about the closing of
the lab.
Unless the budget situation
changes, Omans said he doesn't see
much possibility of reopening the lab
in the near future.

Spanky

by
Carl
McKni~ht

~-H.

FSEC granted
$1.9 million
•

•

IOIPIAN

Educational Center
There IS a difference!!!

A $1.9 million grant has been awarded to the Florida Solar Energy
~nter and Georgia Institute of Technology to conduct joint studies in
photovaltaic (solar panel) research
and development. Studies will be
made in conjunction with selected
utility companies in the Southeast. ·
.The U.S. Department of Energy grant, announced ·by Florida CQngressman Bill Nelson, represents the
· largest single funding outlay ever
awarded the FSEC.
The program is intended to fill the
research, development and testing
needs of industry and residential solar
panel applications.

Course

•

•
'*

help wanted

GRE

•

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Coll for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

678-8400
· Centers In More Thon 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico, Toronto, Canada & Lugano, Switzerland

JVC-656JW port. AM/FM/SW cass. High
quality, loaded, 'Xlnt. cond. $200. 2n-0634,
Pat.
Typewriter, Smith Corona elec. portable
with case. Excellent cond. $75. 365-5494,
Mrs. Jones.
Economical 1978 Dodge Omni automatic
factory AC. 52,000 miles, $3095. Call after 6
PM, 678-2189.
Natural Craft surfboard, 6 ft., twin-tall, 3 fins,
leash, $100. Call 282-3023 late eve.
77MGB Roadster spoke mags, low miles,
many extras. Call 282-4642. $3595. Ask for
Steve.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc
,tlon of spelling, grammar. punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, res<?arch
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college deg.rees. 24-hr. turn
around avail. 671-3007.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Expert typing, term papers, theses, reports
resume_
s, · etc. IBM typewriter, best rates in
town. Teresa, 869-0684.
TYPING. Will type your papers quickly an
accurately. Call Kay, 647-n52.
TYPING for ACCURACY and appearance.
Exp. In all types of work. Materials, minor
editing included. Close to campus: Marti,
365-6874 before 7:30 AM/after 5:30 PM.
Typing service available, 11 years ex

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 perlence. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

other

•
services

I

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST, ACCURATE,
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 678-0241 .

Nassau, Bahamas. Lush, warm, white sandy
beaches, a soft sensuous tropical sun,
breezy calm Caribbean eve. An incredible
way to spend your Thanksgiving. For more
info call Academy Travel Club at 1-305-5251095.

Meetthe right people]or you)
Call AAA Introductions, 299-1300.
Gay Community Services of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line with ,trained members &
special activities. For Information call 8432750.

Furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Avenue.
Available by phone 24 hours -a day: 422.___ _ __ ___;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 0606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517.

Lost -- New Jersey driver's license belonging
to: Michael D. Ryan, 30 Sophie Ave .. West
Milford, NJ 07480. Presumably lost along
bike trail on Alafaya Trail to UCF. If found,
please return to holder at 2555 Alafaya Trail
Apt. 107, Orlando or call (305) 282-9406.

Trek bicycle 12-speed model 613 1981.
Bought brand new In May 1982, paid $380.
Has accessories like new condition. David
Gamble, Haystack E 11421-C Apt. C. $300.
Must see! Phone 2n-2125.

,

Single To Single Contacts

lost&found

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc. and
VW Dasher, 1974, It. blue, auto, 4-dr. car. Ex- editing Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
cellent cond. Low mil. Call 275-0260.
• 678-1386.

Female/male to rent room, $150/mo. 10 min.
to UCF on bike. No deposits. Call 275-3936.

FREE haircut by Suzanne, top stylist, 647-5056
Apt. for rent across from UCF. 2-bed., 1-bth. for appointment.
Avail. immed. Ph. 275-3439.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS

Brown & beige sofa sleeper. Fair to good
condition. $75. Phone 834-9973.
·

Need 2 nonsmoking females for large furn.
condo. Clubhouse, pool, tennis cts.
Highlands off 434, 113 util. & $150/mo. Ph. 647·
1234, leave message.

Interested in earning a free Thanksgiving Need a place to live? Home to share. Call
Day vacation In the beautiful Bahama Mark, 425-5509. $175/mo. & portion of
Islands? Academy Travel Club can make It utilities. Own bath, garage & pool.
happen for you. Call us at 1-305-525-1095.
Winter Parkf area, male or female, 3-bdrm.
MEN! - WOMEN!
house, $160/mo., 113 elec. Call 628-5478.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. World- Female to share 2-bdrm. apt. with same,.10
wide travel. Summer job or coreer. Send $3 min. from UCF, 1h of $325. Call after 5 PM,
for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. C-5, Box 2049, 671-3618.
Port Angeles, WA 98362.
Roommate wanted to share 2-bdrm. 2-bath
Attendant wanted for handicapped male apt. at Woodside Apts. across from UCF.
UCF studen!. Some nursing exp. required. Must be nonsmoker & able to pay 113 utll. &
Possible live-In arrangements. Free room & 113 rent. Call Chris at 2n-8951 or Matt at
board as part of sal.ary. Ph. 89~m5.
X2191.

typists

for sale

roommates _

Roommate wanted,· female to share w/
young couple. 3-bdrm. home, furn. w/
phone, cable, HBO, use of tennis courts.
Near UCF. $160/mo. & 112 util. Call 275-0025
before 9 AM & after 7:30 PM.

Furn. studio & one-br. opts. In Chuluota on
lake (10 min. from UCF). From $220/mo. (utll.
incl.) Darlene, 365-8105.

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

LASSIFIED

Pt.-time clerk/runner for downtown law firm.
Good telephone voice a must & need own
transportation. Wages & hrs. negotiable.
Call Nancy, 425-2000.

for rent

·Dec.6th

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec Ctr

Roommate wanted, Curry Fd. & 436. Nonsmoker, female to share 2-bdrm. 21/2-bath
townhouse, $192/mo. & 112 utll. Call Molly,
843-8470.

New fragrance co. to Fla. No Investment. No
deliveries. Earn up to 50% comm. If In·
terested call Karen, 630-0951after6 PM.

Nov. 10th

GMAT

One experienced carpenter to build book
shelves to flt 2 window casings. Nothing
fancy, just functional. Call 851-4468 after
7:00 PM.

Sales help wanted - students needed to
call on merchants to sell ads for Student
Govt. Course Guide. Commission paid
every Fri. See Gene Harris, SC Room 224. MF, 9-5.

Oct 11th
· Nov. 4th

LSAT

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

•

Class Starting

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling .
VD screening , low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

LOOK
BEFORE
YOU BUY!
FUTURE

ADVERTI~ERS

OFFER
DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
THAT
SAVE
$$$

1

lndlvldual Confidential Counsellng
- Gynecologists
Speakers Service
2233 LEE RD. WINfmt-PARK

-

628-0405
·. Toll Free

800-432~9-

oRLANDO & WINTER PARIQ
OfAMBl!R OP COMMERCE .

____________.____.....______...._.________________________
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Low budget
filming a ·
challenge
for UCF's
Congdon
Filmmaker Chris Congdon
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

Move over George Lucas. Step
aside Steven Spielberg. Here comes
UCF's own movie-maker, Chris
Congdon. Currently wqrking on a
project he describes as "Star Wars"
meets "Airplane,"· Congdon hoves to
make it in Hollywood someday.
A senior majoring in both RTV and
film production, Congdon got the idea
for his fihn from another "Star Wars"
spoof. ·
"I was in the library watching a
film (made by a group of students in
·California) called "Hardware Wars"
when the inspiration hit me,"
C~ngdon recalled. "They used appliances--old vacuum cleaners-as the
characters and I thought I'd like to
give something like that a try." Since
he needed a project for an independent film study class, he got together

with a friend, Clay Newbill, and began
getting the project into focus.
First they agreed to make it funny.
"Considering the fact that I didn't
have $20 million for special effects
like _the big · boys do, we decided to
make it tongue-in-cheek," Congdon
said. Their fihn picks up where "The
Empire Strikes Back" left off. "Our
film is called "--AR WARS-Revenge
of the Redeye,'' because our 'robot' is
Britis_h and drops his h's."
Actually the "robot" is a wizard_of
Oz-type tinman named Fork U-2,
played by Mark Gartska, who goodnaturedly · says his aluminum foil
_costume is "hot, stupid-looking, and I
can't move in it."
But he and fellow cast members
Steve Throneberry (Hobie One), Mike
Armbruster (Darth Nader), Donna
Denicole (Princess Anne-Roid) and
Newbill (Nuke Skycrawler) are having

Ann Ransom/Future

-Donna Denicole and Mark Armbruster rehearse a scene from "-Ar Wars."
- a good time. "I'm doing this," Ann- showing of the real "Star Wars" at
bruster said dryly, "because I owe Lake Claire," he said.
him (Congdon) a f~~or."
What's next· for the Connecticut
The ca,.st's biggest fear as they native? ''I'm writing the script for a ·
filmed out.side the Education Building short suspense thriller I call "Purwas being spotted by people they suit," about a coed who witnesses a
knew. "We filmed for four hours murder and is pursued by the killer,"
(midnight to 4 a.m.) one night at the Congdon explained.
airport" Denicole said "but at least
And then on to graduate school to
nobod; knew us there.,,'
fine-tune his craft (unless anybody out
Congdon takes all the ribbing in . there has 20th-Century Fox or War-.
stride anq plans to get' his film before · ner Brothers executive for a father).
the public. "I'm pretty positive I'll "Give me a call,'~ Congdon said. "Old
get to show it at the Interfraternity World War I gas masks are okay, but
Banquet in November and hopefully I'd sure like · some more · modern
it'll. be ready for the Homecoming props.''

a

New TV season begins;
SNL no laughing matter
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

NBC should give up trying to put
together a competent cast for "Saturday Night Live"' and just call the
show "Eddie Murphy Live." Because
everything SNL strives to be--funny,
risque and politically biting--only
happens when Murphy is on screen.
The rest of the members of this new
cast simply are not funny. And
:;
neither
is most of the material the
~
E
writers
come
up with.
Sl
c
The
only
other
talented member of
~
c
last year'~ crew, Christine Ebersole, is
~ =---~~---.--~---- -....-....~--~~~~
gone but at least she took SNL worst
performer ever, Brian Doyle Murray,
with her when she left. · "
Unfortunately
Doyle-Murray's
by Brenda Craft
replacement as anchor of the
Future staff
newscast segment, newcomer Brad
Vibrant, colorful and full of life--these are just a few of the adjectives that Hall, is not much better. His "ain't I
describe artist Francisco Varela Reisech, better known as Pancho. They may cool" approach is not likeable, and his
attempts to put down the Reagan
also be applied to his artwork, which reflects his Spanish background.
Reisech paints in primitive and pre-Columbian styles using a variety of rich, · administration and Interior Secretary
vivid colors. His artwork primarily consists of early graphic forms, expressed James Watt were putrid.
Murphy, on the other hand, slyly
in red, yellow and orange hues. His deep belief in astrology is also reflected in
ridicules do-gooding, bleeding-heart
his paintings through his frequent use of astrological signs.
Born in Havana~ Cuba; Relsech was exposed to painting at an early age by liberals with his portrayal of the
street-tough "Kill My Landlord''
his father, who is also an artist. He believes that · "growing up in a subghetto-dweller who is turned into a
developed country and being part of a post-war generation" have had an inby · the
pasty-faced
celebrity
fluence on his style.
progressives.
This
time
the
poet turns
In 1964, Reisech began his professional career as a cartoonist for the
artist
and
showcases
his
"artwork"
television and press in Cuba. He continued as a cartoonist while in Spain, where
various
items
(shoes,
radios,
clothing)
he received top honors for the Joan Miro International War Prize in Barcefona
that he has stolen from unfortunate
in 1967. In 1974, Reisechmoved to Orlando.
victiins
and glued to canvas. The
His exhibitions have appeared throughout the world in such ·countries as
wimps
love
this, and declare Murphy
Mexico, Canada, Spain, Poland and the Soviet Union.
a
"genius."
They are so naive they
A multi-talented individual, Reisech is also a poet. He describes his work as
even
applaud
a vicious new poem, "I
"mural poems about my poetry and other people's poetry."
Hate
White
People."
This ·is satire at
A sample of Reisech's works will be on display on Oct. 4-8 in the Student
its
best.
Murphy's
other
appearances
Center dining room. All students are invited to attend the opening reception on
as
a
RONCO
pitchman
selling
Monday from 6-10 .p.m.
•

Q)

....
Reisech displays original wor:ks Qt UCF

"Galactic Prophylactics," and as the
bitter, cvncial animated character,
Gumby (author of "I'm Gumby-Dam-mit" and "This is Show
Business--Dammit") are the highlights of the show.
.
While several of the other sketches
had interesting premises, the untalented cast couldn't make them click.' Joe
Piscopo did a terrible David Letterman impression, and everything that
Tim Kazurinski and Robin Duke say
comes out whiney and irritating. ·
But blame for · the absolute worst
idea must go to whoever decided to
have former SNL star Chevy Chase
"host" the show, via video hookup,
from California. Somebody at NBC
should realize that Chase wasn 't all
that gr.eat eight years ago (Bill
Murray was much funnier) and isn'
great at all now. Since his movies are
consistent flops, the man needs wor :
but it shouldn't be at Eddie Murphy' expense.
A surprise appearance nei•r the en
of the show by Gene Siskel a.1d Roge Ebert, former hosts of PBS's novie·
review program, "Sneak Pre riew ,'
was a nice touch. The two reviewed th
show still in progress and they obviously know talent. They botr
praised Murphy's work and pann C·
the rest, particularly another gold
opportunity to stick it to the Mora!
Majority--a PTL Club takeoff callro·
"PTC" (People Talldug Chri~t'') .
Do us a favor, NBC, and givi:: ,. ·
Democrats and liberals of this na1 i .
a brea'k--throw everybody else out e:.1 ·:
let us enjoy 90 minutes of Ed1l.
Murphy. Please.
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·.YOUR CilRLF·RIEND WEARS
ARMY BOOTS.

Coming Attractions ...
Homecoming
All students interested in the ac·
tivities involved in this year's
Homecoming event are urged to
attend a special Homecoming In·
formation Session to be held on
Oct. 4 at noon in the Student Center
Auditorium. For details, contact
Richard Possien at the PAC office
in the Student Center.

lf she's a member of Army
ROTC. that's a real comrliment.
Because she knows that ROTC
nffers the same opportunities for
-~~~o:::::='.'1' young womrn as it does men.
·In ROTC, she'll have
the l·hance to develop
bJ~rship skills and earn
money at the same timt; .
After graduation, she'll
h:.·rl ime an officer in the
Arm'y·. where she'll get the
L..,_...;;.._-"fll!!"• kind nf experience em-

M~sical

Notes

The popular Faculty Artist
Series resumes this month in the
Music Rehearsal Hall on campus.
Susan McQuinn, instructor of flute
and soloist with the Brevard County Orchestra, will be assisted by
pianist Gary Wolf in a program of
works by Bach, Fuerstenau, Hin·
demith and Martinu, on Oct. 3 at
3 p.m. The $2 admission will
benefit the UCF Music Scholarship
Fund.

~~~.,.._,_..,.~~~~

If your girlfriend wears
Army boots, she· has a head
start on an exciting career
after college.
for more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

AIUAYROTC.

The Loch Haven Art Center
presents "Hello Dali," an entertaining and bizarre film about the
surrealist painter, Salvador Dali,
on Oct. 2 at 7:30 p.m. Ray Taylor, a
docent at the Dali museum in St.
Petersburg, will present the
program.

GOING TO COLLEGE?
SAVE YOUR TIME AND YOUR MONEY

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

50% OF STUDENTS WILL FAIL ..•
to graduate from the college that they entered.
That's right!! Fully half of all entering students do
not graduate. That .is a national average. Why?
Some of you don't belong in college. However, most
of these dropouts simply either can't afford to
continue or they can't organize their time . If your
time isn't organized, your college life will be
miserable!

If someone had given me this information in
school I would not have had to quit . . I was
broke and discouraged. This book could have
saved me in college
R.K.R.
Cleveland. Ohio

SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID ...
are getting harder and harder to obtain . Ibe 0..r:_igina_I
College Survival Guide, tells you how and where
to look. There is still aid available if you know how
to go about getting it.

WHAT'S TO LOSE?
Absolutely nothing . Thats right , not one thing. If for
~ reason, you return your book within ten days
undamaged, your money will be fully refunded . No
questions, no strings, you will get your money back .
·It's that simple .

Super Lungs

and

Hello Dali

You need to know how to read. You also need to
know how to take advantage of others' experience .
More importantly, you need enough money and time
to achieve your goal. Before you can succeed in
your chosen career you must succeed in college. If
you are not in college to become successfu I, you
don't need to read any further.

Applications for the 1983 Winter
Park Sidewalk Art Festival ar~
now available. The 24th annual
event will be held March 18-20,
1983, in downtown Winter Park.
Deadline for applications is Oct. 15,
1982. A total of $60 in entry and
jury fees is required with application. For more information call
Carolyn Bi!d ~t 628-1696.

Jazz trumpet great Maynard
Ferguson brings his big band into
the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre on Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. R~served
seat tickets are available for $10
and $12 (cash only)
may be
purchased at the Carr Box Office
and the usual Centroplex outlets.

BEALLYOU CAM B

because if you don't, you won't be there long!! For
the first time, students and graduates, and even
dropouts have collaborated on a project aimed
directly at making your college career a successful
one .

Park Art Fest

• • •

Freebies
The PAC Recrea~ion Committee
offers another of its successful
Game Night extravaganzas this
Saturday, Oct. 2-, from 10 p.m. to 5
a.m. in the SC gameroom.

I could have saved a small fortune in college
with this book. I sure as - ~ - - am now ·
A. 0. Law Student
Ventura . California

WHAT'S TO GAIN?
The Original College _~urvJy_~LG_~~-~. tells you how · YOU PAID MORE ...
to save your time and your money . You can save
just to apply to_ college . They didn 't give ypu a
20% or more on your current food costs with just a
money back guarantee either. Shouldn't you · be
·little effort and know-how. It does more than that.
willing to pay less to find out how to get through
Your book tells you how to deal ~ffe~tively with the
college than you did to get in?
administration . You will learn what to beware of in
leases and how to get out of them if you have to . It
e'v'.en tells you how to .!!I~~~ money at college!
I wouldn't be succe.ssful today if I hadn't

$100 CASH IN ONE DAY!!
Several methods described in this book can net you
this much and more!! No tricks and no gimmicks.
These methods have been tried and proven by other
students. You have the motivation and intelligence
or you wouldn 't be In college . I~.~_Q_rj_gl~~-9.Q!!~~
Survival Guide, gives you the secrets. You supply
theettoiT- -

FREE ROOM AND BOARD!!
That's right, free . Many students pay no money for
their room and board. No, they don't live at home.
You could do it too, if you knew how . Remember, if
you are not satisfied with . It!.~ __ Q_r:_i_g_L~~-U~.Q!!~~
Survival Guide, for any reason, you get your money
bacl< .Wli-atdo you have to lose?

ROTTEN ROOMMATES & BAD PROF'S.
You should avoid both. You can if you know how .
You· will earn how to find out who the bad teachers
and lousy roommates are before you get them, not
after. Moreover. you will learn what it takes to be a
good roommate .

APARTMENT OR HOUSE?

succeeded in college. This book would have
made it lot easier on my wallet and my mind.
The information in this book is worth hundreds of
dollars to any student.
D. L. S. Material Manager
Fortune 200 Corporation
Mentor. Ohio

a

NOT IN ANY STORE ... .
will you find this book. Order today. This offer will
expire in two weeks and may not be repeated.
ABSOLUTE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
MAIL TO: VILLAGE PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 301
PERRY, OHIO 44081
ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
NO C.0.0.'s
_ --· .. Original College Survival Guide(s) @$8.65
· each (Ohio res . $9.13 each)
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY

Or should you live in the dorm or perhaps at home?
Your book gives you the ·trade-offs to consider .
NAME

IN EIGHT WEEKS ...
You can be two months poorer or many years wiser .
The decision is yours . The years of experience
contained in :rhe Orlg_inal 9011~9~_ ~-~ry_!v~! Gui9e_,
have never been presented in such a complete and
easy to read fashion before .

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

Z IP

allow 4-8 weeks delivery
CS copyright 1982 Village Productions Co .

I
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Sportsweek
·Football team still searching for first win
by Lee Lerner
Future sports

The Knights try and pick up the
pieces tomorrow evening in Valdosta,
.Georgia searching for their first win
of the season against a tough
Valdosta State team.
The Blazers, a Division II team
holding a respectable 1-1-1 r~ord is
made up largely ·of transfers from
other college football programs.
Valdosta battled to a 27-27 tie with
Georgia Southern last week, and
defeated Troy State t~e week before
24-21.

VMI defense stopped UCF receivers

Andy Long/Future

-Women's soccer team ties in ·finals
by Jose A. Fajardo
Future sports

Knight head football coach Sammy
Weir is a little ieery of this Blazer
team which he describes as very
physical. "They are bigger than we
are and quicker than we are and they
are a very punishing football team,"
Weir said.
The Knight offense will once again
try to overcome Valdosta with a wide
open passing game. However, none of
the Knight quarterbacks has a lock on
the position after the horrendous start
of only two touchdowns in the first
three games of the season. Nevertheless, Weir feels that passing will be
the key to the offense rather than a
running game.
"We'll try to do both well but our
strong suit is passing the football,''
Weir said.
In Virginia last week, the Knights
had no strong suit as they were felled
by a double disaster of both the offense and the . defense while being.
buried 69-0 by Virginia Military lnsti tu te before 6,100 delighted
homecoming fans.

"We were humiliated," said Weir.
"We lost composure on both offense
and defense."
The offense never seemed to get on
track as they continued to be plagued
by turnovers. The first occurred on
the opening carry from scrimmage, a
fumble by Jerome Thompson, which
led the way for the final VMI score.
Doug Friedlander's pun~ was blocked
the next time the Knights got the
ball. VMI recovered on the UCF 11yard line and made their way in for a
14-0 lead only five minutes into the
first quarter. By the end of the
quarter it was 28-0."By the half it was
42-0.
The Knight offense continued to
flounder, unable to hook up long with
any receivers because of VMI double
coverage in their secondary. The
ground game was equally inept in
trying to penetrate the stingy VMI
defensive line. The Knights rushed for
a mere 29 yards and passed for 17 5
yards in 38 attempts as all three quart:erbacks saw action.
The Knight defense, usually the
team's fort.e, was ablfsed at will as the
VMI Keydets ran for 394 yards.
"Defensively we got _ whipped,"
Weir said. "We didn't wrap up on our
tac,kles. Every time they had the ball
it was like they caught lightning in a
bottle. They couldn't miss."
All the same, Weir doesn't feel last
week was a true indication of the
team's ability. "Something like this
happens every once in a while. It just
happened to be us this week."
Weir doesn't look for it to get any
easier against Valdosta tomorrow
night. "They are as good or better a
team than VMI,".he added. .

The UCF Women's Soccer team
opened its ·regular season with a
second. place finish in the University
of Missouri, St. Louis Budweiser Invitational last weekend.
The Lady Knights lost the Invitational Championship to UMSL in
a shootout after a 1-1 tie in the match.
The match enters the records as a tie,
as the shootout was only a determining factor for the Invitational
winner.
"We played well for 25 minutes. We
were all over them for ·a while. The
only thing we were lacking S~day Forward Sue Mortberg Pam Glmson/Future
was the long ·balls; and when we did
"At this time last year, we were
kick the ball, our front runners didn't
run. That's where our problem was," beating people ~0-0, ~5-0. That's
explained assistant coach Dang because we wer~n t playing anybody .
.
·
Pibulvech.
and we didn't know we had any
Scoring in the final match for UCF problems, But now we're finding our ~y Lee Lerner
_from Pemberville, Ohio was the
was forward M.a ry Varas, w~o tallied ·problems early, and it's just great. Futuresports
Knights' only bright spot in last
the score on a penalty kick 24 minutes Now, we'll be ready," added Pibulweek's loss to VMI. Catching eight
into the game. UMSL countered with vech.
a score with just three minutes
UCF placed three team m~mbers in
Early into this season UCF's head passes for 107 yards, Schenk surremaining in the last half.
the All-Tournament team. They were football coach Sam Weir decided to passed the old record of eight for
Getting· into the final was no real forwards Kathy Mulqueeny and Mary . change from primarily a running 103-yards held by Jim Taylor. In adthreat for UCF, easily disposing of Varas, and midfielder Michelle Sedita. game to an all-out passing attack. dition, Schenk's eight receptions last
Southern Illinois 8-0 in the opening
The women's soccer team record Knight tight end Ed Schenk stepped Saturday were three more than his
round and destroying MacMurray now stands at 2-0-1, as they get ready fa as an especially important figure in total for last season.
College 10-0 in the second round to -to take on the University of Florida th~ revamped offense.
Schenk grabbed a spot on the UCF
reach the final with UMSL.
here tomqrrow·at 1 p.m.
The 6-foot-5-inch, 215-pound junior
Schenk, page 12
Overall, the team played well, according to head soccer . coach Jiin
In other soccer news, the UCF
Rudy.
Men's Soccer team upped their unbeaten streak to five by blasting the
St. Leo Monarchs last Monday 8-1. ,..~-....
The men's record now stands at 4-1-1.
Rony Francois scored three goals to
move him into second place in the .
UCF all-time scoring list. Francois
has scored seven goals this season,
giving him a career total of 18, with
nine regular season games yet to play
and another season here at UCF.
· Randy DeShield holds the top notch
with 56 goals and 72 total points.
Mike Salvati also put his name into
. the record book With three assists in
the game, tying him with four other
UCF recordholders.
The soccer Knights will try tp lift
their streak to six, when they take on
NAIA champions Quincy College this
Pam Glmson/Future
Sunday at 7 p.m. in . the Tangerine
Andy long/Future
Ed Schenk was offensive player of the week
Nancy Lay blocks opponent
Bowl.

Schenk key role in offense
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Schenk

rrompagen

roster last year when regular tight
end Mike Carter was forced out with a
knee injury. By the season's end,
Schenk's 15.8 yards per catch average
had left the UCF coaching staff
hopeful.
· Still, the personal achievements
don't seem as important to Schenk as
being a part of a well run offense. So
far this season the offense has left '
very little to cheer about, scoring only
tou~hc!owns 4i'three games.

two

"We've got a tough schedule but we
h{ive the talent to compete at this
level. We have so many different
players from all over with different
philosophies of football that it's hard
for us to go out and get everything
right," said Schenk.
In order to play high caliber football, Schenk believes that Dana
Thyhsen is the man for the quarter·
back job. "He's a pure passer and he's
very c.o~posed in_the huddle."
•

..

At this point in the season the.
Knight running game has been nonexistent and Schenk feels this might
be changed a little. "Most teams run
to set up the pass but we seem to pass
to set up the run," said Schenk. "We
might want to run a little more to try
and take some of the pressure off the·
passing."
Weir describes 'Schenk as a ''good
pas.s receiver" with a "tremendous
ability to get open."
.
"He's a disciplined pattern runner
and he has a good pair of hands,"Weir
said.
Despite his standout performance
against VMI last week, Schenk insists he is a team oriented player.
"We're going to be good," he said,
faithfully maintaining that the team
will begin playing better ball soon.
At the same time, Schenk h8s some
personal g~s to strive for: Among
these is obtaining Academic All·
American honors at the season's end.
?

~
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·:No HERPES...-l'M OK!

You Can't Be Sure
Without a Shirt!

This quality Hanes T-Shirt,
made of 50% cotton and 50%
dacron, is a great way to let the
world know yol) 're OK. Send
.your name and address. Circle
the color and size. Mail this
coupon with $9.50 + .50 for
mailing to CIA Productions,
Box 8814. Orlando, FL 32806.
· •Allow 6 weeks for delivery
*10% discount for 50 or more ordered
at onetime

~---------~-----------------------------------------d

WIDE SCREEN
CABLE TV

Aristocrat HAIR Designs
Precision Haircutting To Your ~peclficatl~n

.

<
ab

@REDl<EN

,....

•

Salon Prescription Center

UCFBlvd.

...

CALL 671-4247 (HAIR)
NVciik-lns Welcome f oo)
HOURS: Mori. & Fri. 9-6 - Sat. 9-4
Tues, Wed,' & Th.urs. 9·8

University Square Shopping Center
(Next.to Jewelry Store)
(31/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.)

VETERANS WANTED
Put your education and prior service to use••• The
Navy is currently offering immediate openings
and training programs which include early
managerial and technical responsibilities.

.4UALIFICATIONS: Minimum BS/BA degree·or be
within one year of graduation. Maximum age 34. ·
'U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Starting salary adjusted for years of
prior service, 30 days paid annual vacation,
·medical, dental, increased life insurance, and ex·
cellent tax advantages. Increased dependents'
benefits and tra~ning programs included •
PR'oCEbUR'ES: For more information, send
resume and transc.r ipts to: ·
VETS (Code 70)
397 4 Woodcock Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207

Pl~

IMPOIUED BEER•
SANDWICHES

.¥/Ct

MONDAY

THURSDAY

Monday Night NON-Football
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
25¢ Hot Dogs
9 till Midnight
ALSO ...
TUESDAY
Newest Video Games
Ladies Night
Draft Beer/Wine
St. Pauli Girl $1.00
Pool Tables
Wine60¢

Heineken Night
$1.00 Bottle

SATURDAY
Happy Hour - College Football
11 AM to 7PM
25¢ Hot Dogs

SUNDAY

•

Happy.Hour 12 noon til 7

WEDNESDAY
Stroh's Night
75¢ Per Bottle

Busch $2.50 Pitcher
/

Right Across ·from UCF on Alafaya Trail

273-2461

•

·,

CF
FM
89.9

RADIO SPECIALS THIS WEEK
~Tomorrow Nlgbt,

7:00 PM, Fighting Knights at Valdosta State
Sunday, 11:00AM, Cleveland Orchestra Pops
Sunday, 12 Noon, Broadway At Show Time, GREASE
Sunday, 4-6:00 PM, Golden Era of the Big Bands
Sunday, 6:45-9 PM, UCF Men's Soccer vs Quincey College at the T-Bowt
Sunday, 9:00-11 :00 PM, Golden Oldies wtth Dave Westerman
S\,Jnday, 11 PM- 1 AM, New Wave with Mike Mangan
Wednesday, 11 PM·1 AM, Hot Wax with Mike Zarek
Monday thru Friday, 12 noon-1 PM, University Magazine
*funded by·Red Lobster Inns of America

•
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The forum of ideas for the UCF community

Rotter Returns to senate
Rob Rotter. That mime should ring familiar to anyone
who picked up a Future anytime last year. Mr. Rotter
. managed to find space in this paper almost every week last
year and the circumstances always "involved controversy. ·
It was the stuff journalists love. Impeachment hearings,
charter revisions and revocations, frozen budgets .a nd a
good bit of name calling.
It was stuff responsible senators and concerned constituents dread. It represented almost a dark age for
Student Government at UCF. This period was marked by
factionalization, mistrust and outright personal attacks
between senators, members of the executive branch and
representatives of UCF' s area ·campuses.
To drag up the wounds so recently healed would do little
to help anyone. The newly elected senate already has some
tough t.asks ahead.
The toughest of these will be to overcome an image
created by one of the worst turnouts of candidates in SG
history. To do this, the new senators will have to work
together efficiently and agreeably.
One of these new senators is Rob Rotter. After breezing
to victory in an unopposed write in campaign, Rotter will
once a~ step into a senate seat.
Here's hoping this term is more productive than his last.

•

Football program still a winner·
"They are using' terms like "humiliating" and
"disastrous" to describe UCF's loss to Virginia Military Institute last week.
·
One reporter wrote that it was lucky none of the Knights
were "seriously injured" in the 69·0 debacle.
If you look at last week's game from a play-by-play, single
game standpoint these observations are correct. However, if
you look at th~ VMI game from the .perspective of the
' growth ora young football program, this cloud of defeat has
a solid gold lining.
.
The UCF sports program netted $20,000 through its participation in the game and, while it doesn't take the sting
out of getting severely beaten, that means good news for
·
Central Florida college football fans.
So its the metal of the UCF fans that is being put to the
acid test this long, hard seas.on.
There is an old cliche that goes something like "you can't
run before you walk." The problem with old cliches is that
they are often true.
Head coach Sam Weir and Athletic Director Bill Peterson
have been using this truth as a sword to fend off the football
critics and doomsayers. Central Florida fans have got to
understand that their team will come along. It takes time, ·
money and patience.
Weir and Peterson are doing their jobs by playing teams
like VMI. They can provide only the time and maybe the
money. The patience is going to have to come from the ad·
ministration and the fans.
·
Michael E. ()rifffu
Editor in Chief

The FUTURE
Founded in 1968 by the students of the
University of Central Florida

Guest editorial

Pot's continued illegality is 'reefer madness'
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

and accepted the lies dished
out to them on the big screen.
And since many of those '40s ~
viewers are not only '80s ·
Future staff
voters, but '80 legislators, it's
easy to see why the drug,
the following social ills are
Florida's #1 cash crop, is
presented as being directly
handled in such an infantile
caused by marijuana use:
manner.
cigarette smoking; sexual
With the kind of attitudes
debauchery; divorce; unconour legislators were brain· .
trollable, spasmotic dancing;
washed into forming, chances
perversion; drunkenness; bad
are slim that marijuana will
manners; terrible driving and
be legalized in our lifetime.
bank robbery. At the same · And what a shame that is.
The drug is not more evil than
time the "bad" guys are
behaving in · such an "evil"
alcohol and we are depriving
manner, the "good" guys are
ourselves of an excellent
playing tennis, carrying girls
source of revenue.
school books, using perfect
If the drug were reglilated,
grammar
and
manners,
taxed and sold legally in drug
preparing gourmet meals,
stores and pharmacies, not
drinking tea, not lying, and
only could every citizen
reciting
Shakespeare-from
receive
a
free. college
memocy!
education, we would also be
While today, more than 40
safer. By elminating the need
years after its · release, most
for smugglers and pushers,
we eliminate the supply of
Americans realize how truly
ridiculous ''Reefer Madness''
these people who contribute
is, many movie-goers of that
more than their share to
bygone era actually believed
Florida's crime statistics.

by Wayne .S tarr

We've all seen, or at least
· heard of, those World War II
propaganda films made by
the Axis powers designed to
glorify themselves while por·
traying the allies as ·-'the bad
guys." It is impossible, from .
our point of view, to believe
that the citizens of those
countries could possibly ac·
cept the garbage their govern·
ments were feeding them.
But what is equally, if not
more impossible to believe,
are propaganda films .made
right here in the gpod ol' U.S.
of A. to alert the American
citizenry to one or more imminent dailgers.
· A perfect example is the
1939 American-made "Reefer
Madness,'' shown recently on
Music . Television (MTV),
which attempted to blame all
of America's problems on
"the evil weed" marijuana.
Though the film is little
more than an hour .in length

The reason for the sadness
of this modern age e.nd the
men who live in it is that it
looks for. the truth in
.e verything and finds it.
Edmond and
JuJ,es De Goncourt ·

letter policy
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters shouid
not exceed 250 words and
must be signed with the
writer's
phone
number.
N~es are withheld upon
request. All letters are subject to editing.

Campus Close-up

A contemporary look at
coUege life in America.

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief
Kathleen G. Foronda
Managing Editor

-

Peter F. Crams
Sports Editor

Michelle Naspinski .
News Editor
Lawrence H. Thompson
Entertainment Editor ·

Andrea O'Malley
Features Editor

, Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Roger C. Simmons
Advertising Manager

Patrjcia Nates
Production Manager

Offices located on Libra Drive
Editorial: 305 275-2601Business:305 275-2865

II

This public doc ument was promulgated at an an nual cos t of $79. 000 or .'5.8
cents per copy to inform the university community. Annual aduertisi11g
IY'lWlllH> of $50:.560 defrays 6.1.9 percent of the annual cos t.
.
Opi 11 ions expressed in the Future are those of the editor or the u•n ter a 110
11ot necessarily those of the University Board of Publications v r th e• admi11is tratio11.
The Future is funded partially through the Acitiuity and Seruice Fee
allocatrd by Studen t Government of thP Uni11ersity of Central Florida.

Proposed changes in the
Education
Department's
in
distributing
process
project grants could shut off
money to groups that oppose
Reagan Administration
policies. The changes would
allow the ED to halt grant
funding to organizations that
try to influence the government or oppose any policies
or regulations.
Among those affected
would be national student
groups like the United States
Student· Association and the
National Student Education
Fund.

•••
A post card display in the
Student Un.ion Art Gallery
drew about 100 entries from

University of · Winconsin·.
Madison students. Union
management distributed 500
13-cent stamps and ·500
gummed labels bearing the
Memorial Union's address
last spring and invited
students to mail in postcards
from their summer locations.
Those displayed include
traditional scenic shots, tacky
souvenir cards, handmade
cards and historical site cards.

•••
Two former students at a
Birmingham,
Alabama
business school set up a
picket line at the school this
summer distributing leaflets
to warn prospective students

against the school. The two.
students say the Southern
Junior College of Business, a
for-profit private school, is
over-priced·
and
lacks
adaquate
facilities.
The
owner, Kenneth Home, says
the school provides ~y of
its students with their only
opportunity for an education
and focuses on teaching skills
that will get students jobs.

•••
Llttle ·s ister groups should
be
de-emphasized,
the
Fraternity
Executives
Association recommended at
its recent national meeting.
Sororities are the proper
outlet for female association,
the FEA resolution st.ates.
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Func;J_i_ng tt~te_ finer arts

Two UCF art instructors awarded ·state grants
of Cultural Affairs.
Steven Lotz~ an art professor, and
Future news
Cicero Greathouse, an illustrator for
UCF arid two of the university's ar- industrial resources at UCF, were the
tists have received grants from the only two individuals who won awards.
Florida State Department's Division
The ot~er 12 grants r~eived _in
by Deborah Perritt

Thi .Mott Co•pr~ :R1~11tor Shopl ta ·Oenlfil fiortcl~
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Orange County were given to art Florida Arts Council for judging.
The grants were announced in
organizations, such as Loch Haven
Art Center. The grants have been August. Neither artist had ever entered the competition before.
given annually since 1975.
Both artists submitted a resume
Artists, page i5
with slides ·of their works to the

291-9127

The UCF Cheerleaders were congratulated ~Y President Trevor Colbourn on their recent national victory in the
Universal Cheerleading competition, held in Memphis, Tenn. The UCF squad was ranked second in the nation. The
twelve.member group competed In four categories: cheers, stunts, fight song, and sidelines. (Cheerleaders pictured 1-r are Donna Rubin, Renee Siencowicz, Robin Monhollen, Kelly Meek, Clay Newbill, Jim Holder, Tom Mcfaqden, Rob Nyt;>erg, and Robert Molbar; not pictured a~e Stacy Barron, Linda Labbe, c;and Steve Gould.)

-
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I TUESDAY

! Beast Nite Moosehead 'and Elephant Beer $1.00
!

Starting at 8:00

-

i·
~
i
i
!
I
!

i.WEDNESDAY
! Michelcib and Michelob Lite bottles $.85 Starting at 8:001
I THuRSDAY
=~~ite. Ladies drink free from 8-10

.i

I

I Happy Hour 4-8

I

lsA~AY

i

I

iI

iI

8-10 when away

§

SUNDAY
Import Nite. All Imports $1. l 0 ~tarting at 8: 00

I!

Orlando's Newest & Most Unique Tavern

.I 1636 E. Highway SO -Fairway Shopping Center
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WORKSHOPS
Acculturation

Co:pu:_nunication Skills

Seperated and Single
Shyness

Test Anxiety

· ...

Race Relations Awareness

S~ess Management

I

i Happy Hour after UCF home football games till 12:00 I

))

•

,: J( Sign up//

~

MO~AY
Monday Nite Football?
$.25 Draft, Free popcorn during game

~

;r

~

~

i

~
?.
. b . ·~
~ome y .. ;,\

~

Assertiveness Training

University Counseling
and Testing Center
Administration 145
275-2811

..
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Special discount on GREEK lettering, w/UCF 1.0. Plus an extra 10 % off.

The Final Touch·
l

.. ....

MONOGRAMMING
FEATURING GREEK LETTERS

Martin Marietta, OUC holding
plans until Alfaya extended
The governor and state cabinet will
by Deborah Perritt
be making the final decision on cer-

Future news

and many other styles

MOST ANYTHING
MONOGRAMMED

238 Park Ave., N.
628-4452
. Winter Park
OPEN TWRFS 10-5

STUART •••

The Science Of Success
Team up with the dramatic achievements and highest
caliber professionals at Stuart Pharmaceuticals, a
division of ICI Americas Inc. We are a dynamic and
innovative organization with a highly respected name in
ethical pharmaceuticals. We are proud of the technological expertise that makes us a leader in the intro·
duction of important new products such as HIBICLENS,
TENORMIN, MYLANTA and NOLVADEX RX.
As a Sales Representative for Stuart Pharmaceuticals,
your responsibilities include calling on physicians.
pharmacies, hospitals and clinics to promote the use of
Stuart products.
If you will

..

•
•
•
•
•
•

r~ceive

a BS or BA with a major in:

Chemistry or Biochemistry
Any Life Science
'
Pharmacy
Medical Technology
Nursing ·
Business Administration/Marketing

then this may be just the opportunity you're s.eeking.
Additional requirements include a strong desire to begin
your career in sales, a high sense of professionalism, andan articulate, poised and self-confident manner.
Choose smart ... choose Stuart! We offer full ·salary while
in training, salary and merit increases thereafter, outstanding career growth opportunities with promotion
from within, company car, relocation assistance, and an
excellent benefits program.

LOCAL l"TERVIEWS
will be held on campus on

OCTOBER 7, 8
Contact your placement office for detans.
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Two corporations' plans to build
new plants on Alafaya Trail have
stalled as they await state · certification to extend the road.
Both Martin Marietta and the
Orlando Utilities Commission want to
construct plants one mile south of
State Road 50 on the proposed extension of Alafaya Trail.
The OUC had agreed to pay for the
extension, ·w~ch was a major factor in
Martin's decision to build a plant at
the site, but is waiting for the go
ahead from the state, an OUC
spokesman said.
OUC' s proposal to build a coal-fired
power plant is now before the state
hearings officer, who must review the
environmental impact of the plant
before making any recommendations ·
to the governor or his cabinet.

tification for the plan.
"We are optimistic we will get certification recommendation by the end
of the year,'' George Standridge,
assistant manager of customer
relations for OUC, said.
OUC will start building as soon as
they receive certification, he said. .
The road extension was, "the major
hold up at the moment," a spokesman
for Martin Marietta said. Martin will
begin construction when it ascertains
that OUC- will be able to build the
road extension, he said.
The electronic systems division
plant will produce electronic, electrooptic and radar systems, and may be
completed by 1984, according to Martin's corporation paper.
Martin · expects to add several
thousand employees to its work force
at the plant.

·A rtists---------frompage14
Lotz teaches drawing and painting
and is active in the arts outside of the
classroom.
In September, ·he exhibited his
paintings in the Administration
Building, while univ~rsity President
Trevor Colboum unveiled his painting
titled "Florida Dream'' in the lobby.
Four of Lotz's paintings are in the
Orlando International Airport and he
is participating in the Jacksonville
Museum of Art Invitational Exhibit
of contemporary Florida painters.
Greathouse works in UCF's
production department. He provides
photographic services, graphics, audio

and television instructional development for classroom and research
work.
The artist, who said he was
"pleasantly surprised" at rece1vmg
the award, has been an abstract painter for more than 10 years. He has a
studio in downtown Orlando.
Greathouse's works are shown in
galleries across the nation, including
Houston, Minneapolis, Palni Beach
and Sarasota.
Locally, his paintings may be seen
at the Winter Park Galleries International.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F

•

INDIVIDUAL
RECOGNITION
In _the age of information technology, a comp.any
-whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose
products and components extend from data'acquis1tion and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic communication - is making individual recognition a
reality for their new graduates.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

I

October 19th

:1

Electrical and Chemical Engineering, Electronic
Engineering Technology, Computer Science,
Physics, Material Science and Technical Sales
(EE, ME, CSJ Majors
Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

!

l j .HARRIS
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M / F/ H/ V

UCF STUDENTS.ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT TllE EXCITING

.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF OVIEDO
.
.

5

mi. north of UCF on Alfay-a Tr.

Dr. Wllllani R. Marr, Pastor

•

_Pa.-.:g-..e1_6------~------~~....,.....
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NNOUNCING THE PENING F

CENTRAL FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF
. EATING DISORDERS

before publication at 4:00 PM

NO EXCEPTIONS!

SPECIALIZING IN THE TREATMENT OF

. FREE Soft Drink WI Purchase of ~y Jumbo Sub

.POLO'S

BULIMIA AND ANOREXIA NERVOSA
671-4707
1011

SOUTH SEl\WRAN

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

32792

Sandwich Palac~

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7 .00
'

.

•BEER
··SUBS

F.ull Service Salon

I

Walk- !mi Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK
·

282-1700 Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

FUTURE Advertising Deadline is Friday
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•VfDEO
GAMES

8 am - 11 pm M.on-Sat
· Closed Sundays
3036 N. Goldenrod Road

•

677-7234

.2238 ·W inter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park·, FL
32792
San Jose ·Exec. Ctr.
,,
l

· EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

WE'vE GIVEN BIRTH TO ANEW
FLORIDA·. LOCATION

...

I

_l

;

(305)-678-8400
See For Yourself Why We Make The Difference

I
I
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